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the casp. The convection in the po
of the interplanetary magnetic flefd
from the Sun. This fact has been confi
B">0 the convection from the Sun is
increasing the positive value of 8,, Ih
irle in the polar cap region. A typic of thd morning.evening
(E ) electric field component on B, in under rundisturbed super--
sonic flux interacting with the magne is givpn in Fig. 1.

Besides the effects of reconnection factor deterrrinant of the

The initial in situ measurements on board Injun-S and OFO-6 have showr
the existence of two vortex convection l!, 2]. one of the rhajor factors defin.ing this picture is the direction of the interplanetary nragnetic field (lMF)'l'he convective fluxes in the polar cap become asymmetri( in dependence or
tlre sign of the magnetic field componenl By, irr their slrift to morning o
evening side. Measurements on board AE-C provided for certain precision ot
this model [3]. The change ol convection direction was found to occur ir
sufficiently narrow longitudinal band located near noon. Expfriments u'ith labosuttlclently narrow longitudinal band located near noon. Expfriments u'ith labr
ratory magnetospheric model [4, 5] have shown that in depehdence on the sig
of the vertical component ol the interplanetary mag etic field B",the directioniur lflrre verrlcar componenr or rlle lnterplanetary mag etlc lleld IJ2, tne dlrectlon o
convection changes to reverse in the polar cap. It was sho[,vn that magneto
spheric field lines materialize into interplanetary field linQs in the region o
the polar casp. This gives evidence to the existence of rfagnetic field line
colnmon lor the earth dipole and the solar wind. If we use tl]re concepts of tl
classical magnetic hydrodynamics, we may say that in the riegion of the pol
casp reconnection of earth magnetic lines with sol rr wind t4kes place.casp reconnection of earth magnetic lines with sol rr wind tqkes place.

In dependence on the vertical component of the interglanetary .field B
the reconnection appears either near the equatorial or the polar boundary c
the casp. The convection in the po

convection picture are the viscous processes at the rnagnetQspheric boundary.
It is ryell seen in Fig. 1 that the 6ign of the electric -fiel( in the polar cap



and therefore the convection direction changes
sufficiently large positive values ol 8".

Important consequence from the viscous
part of the convective currents generated by
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in general the same but new convection fluxes appear
in the polar cap. Although the conclusions based on lab

Fig. 1. Electric field dependence on tlle
an*d the sisn of the ver[lcal component (Br)
rnagnetic f.i"eld irr irec flux (model experi
for the polar cap.

Fis. 2. Electric field depertdencc orr the ve
coirponent (balloon measuremetrls) for the
cap.
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obtained from measurements over: the earth polar cap is oft
e. the correct electric {ield meastYerirents f,re not yet a relial

measurements [6], carried out by M.ci'Zf r as early as.11

father well with'the laboratory data but the large scatter
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F'ig. 3. Electric field distribulion in the polar cap under the nQrthern component
of four-r,ortex convection model (a), three-vortex model (6)

the points in Fig. 2 makes questionable the statement tt[at at large positi
B, values the plasma drift in the polar cap is really rei'rersive to the sol
wind. Many geophysicists even do not consider the possi$ility of existence
such dritt phenomenon. Additional evidence on the correctness of the resu
obtained for the existence of the polar cap convection add sun convection
B")0 was obtained recently.

Data frorn [7] rvhich give results from measurements 1of the electric fi
on board the polar satellite S3-2 show that at the northedn comp.onent of
interplanetary field, a clearly expressed convection in thq polar cap is to
seen oriented sunward. Nevertheless. it is difficult to stalte that the situati
is completely comprehensive. Thus, for instance, some aufihors based on m(
surements from S3-2 conclude on the generation of two additional vortex s'
tems in the polar cap under the northern component of If4F (two convecti
vortex systems result from effects of the viscous interaction and other two
from effects of the reconnection) (Fig. 3a). There is anolher interpretation
the same data given in [8]. Crooker considers the noithern component
IMF to add only one convective nucleus to the polar cap (Fig. 3b). Thgs, t
results shown h6re demonstrate the n....tlty-'ot '.ysi.triil.t eiectrii field m
surements in auroral regions and in the polar cap. 
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transler from soflar
wind to polai ionosphere. Magnetic iield disturbances d"ri to the field-aliErled
curLents have been studied for years. The basic porti of the data on
field-aligned current distribution \'as obtained on TRIAD satellite. The res
from these measurements are already well known ancl it aimless to cons
them in detail. Brief summaiy on the results might be resented as follInem ln oetart. ljriet summary on the results might be

1), t*g current sysie.ms (1) dnd (2) are availabld 1Fig. The current systl/. twg current syste.ms (t) and (2) are availabld (Fig. a'(l) coinc_ides approximately with ihe polar portion "ot i
system (2) - with its equatorial portion ; 2) the current ir

2. Field-Aligned Currentq

The. f ield-a'ligned cui'ients play a key role in the ener
wind to polar ionosphere. Magnetic field disturbances r

system (2)-with its equaiorial portionl 21 the current
the iohosphere-in the evenino side: ihe directinn nfthe ionosphgre-in the evening side; the'direction of
is reverse; 3) current in systeni(1) exceeds, on the ave
in system (2).

We should note that only the magnetic measurement
Triad satellite coilposed the 

'experirnent. 
Charged particl

experiments were not envolved in this program.
Many results support the fact of incre-ased informati

measurements of charged particles and field-aligned cur
expressed in the experimerits on ISIS-2 [9, l0]. -The 

clata
magnetic measurements and simultaneons eleciron fluxes
the energy range of 0,15-10 keV enabled the discoverv oi
tures. The poleward boundary of the current svstem (l) co
latitudinal boundary of pla-sma layer. In thi case 'oi B,

layer is projected_. This proviCes for the very important
outer region of the plasma layer at low altituiles, ivhere I

ented from the Sun, is projected in the viscous boundarv
nagnetosphere boundary.'Ihis result supports conclusiond

rneasurements were not periormed on boarri ISIS-2, the pi
was reconstructed by magnetic measurements only. The'n
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dence for the reversive convection change in the polar .up uil'JJti t;J;
component of IMF' tgr:9.! shows the fiependend" "! aiJtuinuni"-'[B;";;vertical component B] MF built ,,p in ,i"d-l;;; "isib_i[ro, 
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The nature of this dependence is similar to_ raboratory .*p.rfr.,rts (Fig. l) bu.naturall-y the statistics of the negative la. .ori.r;;";iG'i" tair convectior
i'":lflit"'-.ji.Y"',?,Y::"?:^'.;j:vjiJ, .1 thouicr b; ;;;;;;;,o'a'*'", a,,^,a -:^trreconstructed,.on -T.agl:tic data gnly, is somewhat ide on;ichange of the fiekl line depends bn the ionosptreric may
L?:{^l-".llj::tl^l-ty.^,11:,r_.j?l:, data, obtained ^f;;; 
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3. Anomalous Resistance and Double Layers

* oft'l';f:fHr? ennel [11] have initiallv .disc.ussed

ion-cvclotron wave instbility. In terms of ion-acoustic

i,;;ffiil;i-in pir.tu with 7"7r, the critical drift velo

instability is zuo- 4rl'tTl*.In isothermal plasma the

to o*,-,lrQt*^us. Landau danping f"t j::^t-*rt?T:,:":
ii. ilto"*i.t of it'.t" waves ,oldo, correspond.to wa

Debay'radius. But as. .already shown nV ,,lln9lt ino,"*"nJ 
"i";i;it* and ion teinperature iatios (e-', g" 

.ln
bli'5r.irSo.s; ttt. threshold bf excitation P-t,,fh^"" ".l"tl;;;J i!'i"*Jidun [tt" corlesponding threshold of the

pl e, a t'r' .- T r o vp- B rl-2 r J n' w hen 
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with {requencies of >30-50"fl2. That is why
at lower :frequencies are ndcessary in order

frequencies of nffi are excited at-heights -1,000 km,

of ion-cyclotron instability and increases the range of elec.firon and ion tentl
ture rat"io, at which ion-cyclotronic turbulence is sti]ll dominant' Rou

soeakins, the critical drift velocity in muiticonponent pfasma r'viih respec

tfie ion"sound is basically defined by light ions, whilel for the ion-cyclo

*uu.r this is performed- by th. hea.vy ions. The. I initial ,excitation
ion-cvclotron waves starts it frequencies correspondi49 to the cycf

f requ'encies of heavier ions O+, foliowed Oy H..* and H F., This is well
in Fis. 6, where critical current values are shown, eNciting various t1

o! w-avei depending on altitude. 4t low curreni defrsity, tlt. ion-cyol waves depending on altitude. At low cuf rent deFslty, tne lon-(
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value should be considered carefully as {ar as the efror i
tion of the antenna at strong field-aligned electric field
augment this value. If such electric fields really exist, it
to interpret them rith the anomalous resistance effects
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Fig, 7. Energy spectrum of ion-cyclotron turbulence a
on board S3-3 satellite

such case have to attain values of about tens of V/m. w
cantly-the level of recorded noises). Obviously they are
tion of so-called double layers in the plasma.- Dou6le la
by Langmuir some 50 yeais ago in stridies of gas disch
p_henomenon of anomalous resistance, the doubG layer
the current density starts to exceed some threshol 

"

observed in the magnetosphere, the low-potential
further from the Earth than the high-poteritial one.
tial jump in the double layer, the elecirons are enhanced
the ions in another. In order to generate a double layer,r
particles distribution is required. Their trajectories 

-shou1

enable abundance of one charge compared to the other
o-oundaries.

In the theoretical models of double lavers the probl
charged particle populations is very imporiant (as a rule
only steady-state solutions are consideied, i. e.'the self-c
rather complicated).

Obviously the model of thermal electron ancl ion dist
spheric ions move upward and hot electrons move earth
able for the magnetosphere. But the problem of how the
functions are built to generate a doubie layer is still un
only the evolution of distribution functions-is not studied
even to the steady-state charged particle distribution.
reflects upward acceleration of ion's and provides for p

KocMHr{ecKH uscle4naHua xx, 4
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uut regardless of the fact that this theory correcflv predidts red arcs locatiit does not.explain how the energy transferred to electronls is transported fr
the equatorial regions, where thJheating takes place, ddrvnward io the io

18 
l

resistance or double layers would result from field--alienbd current insta
Therefore, further study on double layers is required,- f;asec.l on three-c<
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rates the electromagnetic ion-cyclotro
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ion-cyclotron turbulence could heat th
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sphefe, For example, e1 t

^,10 eV could become e.

sphere, For example, el

-,10 eV could become

-10-5s-1), therefore a

should also note that o

which may be identified as ion-cyclo , r^11 ,
;;^t';;;;;puni.d uy uny ctrange iii pitch angular distributib-n- of ions [21].
board Hawkeye-l 

"only 5 suc-ii events were observed in 18 months Pelboard Hawkeye-l only 5 such events wefe observed in l8 montns peflo(

atttrougtr in 14 cases when considerableweakening in D.1 ( 25y) was observ

ed, ndion-cyclotron turbuletrce was recordei I??1. . 1_,_r r,-:^ :^ ^r+^^trIn [23] another mechanistn of electron heating is sugg{sted. This is attac
ed to 'thb kinetic Alfven waves dissipation. Such lvaves (of transverse to t
magnetic field wavelength of the orcler of 

^the 
ion.Larmdur radius),:"111-

"*ii.,i "t ttt. .*p.ti..-of conversion from '\1HD-surface vfaves. Field-al
electric fields exiiting in these waves could heat c,oid eleqtro.ns by, reso

;;4.(l/^: l.7Vr")"1{"eating is of local nature along t-shelvep since its veloci

rapidly ciecre"ses moving il,vay from the resonance. Such a fnechanism provid
ioi direct -of heate the . wfvelenetn apqq jtoi direct -of heate the wfvelength along

field line i to the f self . Indirect support t-o 1

tnechanism d with gr ic meas{rements [,2J].- L'3

fluxes of electrons also reported in [25]' Tfluxes of electrons also reported ln [zo]' rot
uuiioor hypotheses interpreting red arcs are available. F(r the proper unde

.COing i,i tt-t"it generatinn 
"mechanism,. 

il it ne.ressary to ,p9Il:]T ::Tg1:
simultaneou, rn.u.ur.t"ott on potar oibit satellite on p[ecii'itate-a partic

fluxes, wave meas1rements, Space scanning oi red line e4issions. In order

obtain information on the i'ing current situ"ation, Lhe oper4tion of another I

ellite is required as its orJrit*should cross the r:gion of the ring current
plasmaspher'e at low latitudes. Very important ar: the grpuncl observation

magnetic field pulsation'

5. Active Experiment

pitation would appear aiter plasma fill
of wave measurements would enable
records of artificially excited auror
togefler with ground photographic- Compact plasma beam maY be

ous iechnical fields, including spacecrafts. If bari
material, we may observe the whole injection pro
near the terminator including the delicate effects
in {iald in}prenfinns 'lhese ohservations could ha

+
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Specific. for the uppgr ionosphere is the existence of sufficienily narrow
:l,l"y ion density..Recently the.morphology of such troughi lmia-ar

in their turn quickly recombine and the total ion dehsitvi lowers. There is
other hypothesis for the trough formation given in [27].- lnsofar as plasrila
vection at ionospheric heights is defined notn ry electric fields, g'enerat

solar wind interhctions with the

6. The Midlatitudinal Trough
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ar ronospneilc nelgnfs ls oerlned both by electrig tields, generated
solar wind interf,ctions with the n

. ) -/.,/ with mass-enert,iif:" -E;:Z ptasma in the trlugrr iegions,
f eglon ,4 '_ _- ^r_, ^ , r- ,zq enable the

of these i
Fig. 8. Scheme of generation mechanism
of the midlatitudinal frough. In the D-re-
gion the flux is defined by the electric fielcl, T. ElgCtwh.ile in.the .A-region it ia determined ythefield related to the earth rotation. i ttre al IOnOS
intermediary regions B and C the flux lirec-
tion changes from east to west. The ,,sta-
gnation" region - E-W velocity component We should
Decomes zero. field mea

ric
:ial
talionosphere, sincel recent expeiime

data provide eviddnce on the interacti
between the electric fiel at ionospheric treigtrts and th" orientation of
interplanetary magnetic f eld [28, zs;. rne eleitric field i{r the magnetosphr
tail is usually oriented from riorninf to evening side (ttfis tieta is" eithei
jected in tail by the solar wind or is induced 6y viscou$ plasma - fierd i

ro-



action at thc magnetospheric b
field cannot penetrate itrto the
polarizing charges 'formed near
field with the characteristic time of il

from evening to morning side inside th
dependence of the electric field on the

8. AltitLrdinal Thermal Plasma Distribution

Problems referring to thermal plasma dis
interest, together with relations betwee
time thermal proton fluxes from the i
tubes. During the night the recombina
the energy stored in the
fluxes from the plasmasphe
between these two regions
netospheric disturbances, pl

hich refills the plasmaspheqe. The plasma

' fff,',',1 H 
"fu 

:1"{r J"f Effil, 
o,I,,l 

l ",'J,t'.'.

li'S,'lli,';, 
o;,1'Jo'ji$d',n" 

itlH"fil]:

the .F-layer. Thus, Jor instance, an
northern hemisphere will result in al
the drag force between ions and neutr
vity, density gradier-rt and polarization
lishing the diff usive equilibrium in
the characteristic time of wind system
may suggest that the shift of the F-layer
and decrease of the ion density at
that the global measurement of tl-re" ion
layer maximum are important for the
in the night midlatitudinal F-region. In order to avoid effbcts of altitudinal
change in the ion density, it is-necessary to have a circular orbit satellite.

Basic difficulty in the interpretation on the experimental data is the neces-
sity to select effects related to the different behaviour of Oll and H+ density.
As shown in. [30], the sharp decrease of the boundary ahqve which the H+

91



ion density slightly changes with the altitude, is observqd during the nii
magnetic latitudes of -l-30o. The boundary at these lqtitudes is loca
height of -600 km, It appears that the ion density is approximately the
at both ends of the field tube at i000 km where the invariant latitr

loea rnat nt lon ln OlstflDutlon atong ,magnetlc llel0 i llnes ls contrqlle
equalizing the pressure along the entire field tube and dcies not depend se
f,,. n+ --i Lr+ :-+^-^^+i-^ :- +L^ :^-^^-L^-^ c,.^*l^^-^r..^i^s ^^^^.

o 900 kn.

lr l000krn
O l0llC krn
: ! l00 kttt

at
at

at both ends of the field tube at i000 km where the invariant latituc
A:30-50", independent of how low the O+ion density jis. This brings to

1S

idea that H+ ion in distribution along ,magnetic field I lines is contrQll
^^,,^1:-t,--- tt 11 - t ! a! tJ ,..1 ,-l J I t l-,-- ,l

the
by

ere-
ly on O+ and H+ interactions in the ionosphere- Such I conclusion means hatJ-

measurements at heights of about 1,00Q km of H+ density reflect the d
mics of plasmasphere rather than that of the ionospherei

I

9. Equatorial Anomaly

Figure 9 illustrates light ion distribution at 1,000 km at night [32].
well seen :that the distribution of hydrogen ions is bi-rfraximal. Minimum
density is to be found in the equatorial region. Hydrogen ion density
sharply after -40o latitude, forming the equaiorial boundary of the midl
dinal trough of light ions. 'lhe anomaly appears also iri the ion composi
and temperature. Such minimum and two maxima in t$e equatorial F:re1minimum and two maxima in t$e equatorial

1-.^,,-^ _^ ^ ,-^^,,1L _X 1____ -tJ^_1_r D\/D J.

on longitude. Longitudinal variations of equatorial ioll
property largely depr
iohosohere result f

uprvard and downward plasma motion effects. In theirl turn, the latter

iis
H+
alls
itu-
ion
ion
)to

Fig. 9. Light ions distribution at height ot-1,gggkm ffom latitude

I

large degree are determined by the neutral winds, Simullaneous measuren
of electric fields; electron and ion density distrib ttiott anil velocity of cha
particles drift on board polar orbit
standing of the entire qomplex of so

oo
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10. Circulation in the Thermo,,gphere

Certain ionospheric phenomena are directly linked to winds in the upper atm
sphere. Interaction between solar wind and atmosp rere is efflected by two bas
mechanisms: (1) auroral particle precipitation; dissipation of ionospheric cu
systems. These processes take place in general at high-latitudp qtmosphere, whil
ultraviolet heating has maximum at the subsolar point. The relafiively constant hea
ing by the solar uv generates thermospheric circulation fhich is the reaso
of the global wind system generation at heights of 1Q0 km, described i
[33, 34]. The Joule heating and heating from precipitated particles due to
above-mentioned process results in generation of a secondarJ, wind system oI v
riable eQuatorial boundary in dependence on the magnetic activity. Typical circul

T__- \/ _-__::_

, 35, 361. The for
o low geographi
titude regions bt



In equinox periods
by upward motion over
streaming. The secondary
rection - from the pole to
energy supplied into the
circulation is constrained

le clrcrllation due to solar ultraviolet is r
the geographic equator with a subsequent
circulation dqe to auroral heating has a reverse

the equator and its equatorial bouhrdar:y depends on
atmosphere. During magnetic $ubstorms the
only to heights lower than 150 krn and toonly to heights lower than 150 km and to low

the circnlation due to solar ultraviolet is manife ted
ard
di-
the
nal
rnd

mid-geograpl-ric latitudes.
Durins the solar solDuring the solar solstice the circulation due to thi: solar ultraviolet

direction from summer to winter hemisphere. Aurrral atmpspheric heating giulrecuon rrom summer to wlnter l-lemisphere. Aurrral atmpspheric heating gi
rise to circulation from pole to equator in the winter herhis-phere. Its eq"uita! boundary shifts depending on the degree of the m{gn^etic disturbance
the summer hemisphere the circulation is maintained at its normal state.
changes described above are the major motions of thermospheric circulatio
wtrich the _Eerth upper atmosphere is involved during rqalnetic distruban

ons are also observed. l

the three-dimentional circulation ol thr:rmosphere un
their initial oh

The .complete understanding of these processes would pr
the ionospheric effect on circulation. Simultaneous meas nts of the di f
fential c.harge- particle spectrum and the dissipation of cirrrerenilat cnarge partlcte spectrum and the dissipation of current systems wo
enable the definition of total energv flux at sub uroral hnd aur-oral latituc
1\ possibility to establish a model of earth atmospherici circulatiou em
from combined data on air-glow emissions [38]. ,

1 1. Plasma Irregularities in the Ionosphere

es

In

Measurements performed on board satellites [32, 39] enalled the discovery
irregularities in the ionospheric plasma at reiatively high ilatitudes. The spa
sizes of these irregularities rangi: between 30 and 50 krh. These irregulari
nlou o- im^^-+^-i 
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ln order to measure irrcgularities in ionospheric plasrna ; density, ihe appli
tion of Langmuir probes may be useful. It is substantihl to rinderstand
main mechanisms of irregularity generation. Particularly thrge irregularities
observed in the region of the midlatitudinal trough which coul-rl result,

play an importanl role lor the problem of spaceborne lradiocommun-icati
,Particularly interesting is the shortwave irregularities pheriomenon (10-1001

gularities in the equatorial ionosphere. The nonreliability ofi satellite communi
tion systems contributes to the increased interest tow{rd this phenomen
vHF-signals ernitted by satellites and received on earthiare largely deforn
in the equatorial region.

Conclusion

The data presented in this work clearly show that the launch of satelli
with circular polar orbits at heights of about 1,000 krn wlould permit to so
a series of important problems related to phenomena in inferplaietary medi
magnetosphere, ionosphere and earth atmosphere, 
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o HeKoropbrx npo6JreMax reo0'3r.rKt4, peuraeMbrx c noMorrlbr.o
cnyrHr.rKoB Ha floJrrrpHux opSurax
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